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Coal-gasification plant gets incentives 
By Jim Ash  
 
TALLAHASSEE -- Tampa Electric got a gift from the Legislature today when the Senate 
voted to let it charge customers up-front for a $1.5 billion, experimental coal power plant 
in Polk County. 
 
The measure (HB-549) passed 39-0 without debate and is on its way to the governor. 
 
ADVERTISEMENT  
   
It nearly stalled earlier in the week when lawmakers attached measures that would have 
also extended the same incentives for a $5.7 billion coal-fired plant that Florida Power & 
Light wants to build in tiny Glades County on the edge of the Everglades. 
 
The FP&L provision was stripped out at the last minute. The bill was also sweetened for 
environmentalists with language that will force regulators to consider the use of 
renewable energy when determining whether there is a need for a new power plant. 
 
The measure pit environmental groups against each other. One of the largest, Audubon of 
Florida, favors it.  
 
The benefit offered for coal gasification mirrors the same incentives lawmakers gave 
nuclear power plants last year, in an effort to wean the state from its dependence on 
foreign oil. 
 
Considered experimental, the coal gasification process involves grinding the coal to a 
fine powder and heating it to super-high temperatures. Industry experts say the technique 
greatly reduces harmful emissions associated with traditional coal burning, including 
mercury and acid rain. 
 
The FP&L Glades Energy Center uses a pulverized coal process that is also cleaner than 
traditional coal but not as high-tech as gasification. 
 
Climate change activists say the gasification technology promises to greatly reduce heat-
trapping carbon dioxide emissions.  
 
But the Florida Chapter of the Sierra Club opposed the measure, saying that coal still 
pollutes, particularly where it is mined. It also says customers should not be forced to pay 
ahead of time for a technology that is not proven. 
 
Some environmentalists also say coal is not a wise alternative when Florida faces a large 
threat from global warming. 



 
"This is Florida, we need to be mindful of the rising tide," said Joy Ezell, an 
environmental activist from Perry. 


